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Conditions aregiven that ensure that bounded solutions of J-“, x(t - 8) d.4( [) = 
f(t) are asymptotically almost periodic. The result strengthens and extends a 
recent theorem of Levin and Shea. Generalizations to systems of integral 
equations as well as to integrodifferential systems are included. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the asymptotic behavior as t -+ co of bounded solutions of 
linear integral equations of the form 
f O” x(t - 4) d&c) =f(t) (-Go <t < co). --XI (1) 
Here 
A E NBY(--UJ, 00) (l-1) 
(that is, A is a function of bounded variation on (-CO, co), which is normal- 
ized to be left-continuous and to vanish at -co), and f satisfies 
f ELm(-03, co), FiI f(t) = f(w) exists. (1.2) 
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For each positive integer M, we let H(A, M) and H(f, M) denote the (abso- 
lute) moment conditions 
H(A, M): 
s -1 I t IM I dA(t)l -=z as 
Wf, Ml: 
I 
m P-l If(t) -f(m) dt < a3. 
0 
The spectral set S corresponding to (1) is defined by 
S={hp@)=O,--GO<X<CO}, 
where a(h) denotes the Fourier-Stieltjes transform 
A(h) = Jrn ePt dA(t) (-co < X < co). 
-cc 




eei”Ott’ dA(t) = 0 (0 <i < m - 11, (1.3) --m 
but 
s 00 e-i%m dA(t) # 0. (1.4) -03
Our basic result is 
THEOREM 1. Let (l.l), (1.2), H(A,M), and H(f, M) hold where M is a 
positive integer. Assume that S = {h, ,..., X,J and that XI, is a zero of multiplicity 
mR with 1 < mk < M for 1 < k < n. 
If x(t) is a bounded Bore1 measurable solution of (1) on (-co, CD), that also 
satisfies the tauberian condition 
&nao I x(t + 7) - x(0 = 0, (T) 
then 
x(t) = f (co) A(a)-l + f ykei”lt + T(t) (---co < t < co), (1.5) 
k=l 
where the y,< are complex constants and T(t) + 0 as t + co. 
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(In Eq. (1.5) an d . m similar statements later, we employ the same conven- 
tion used in [3] : When one of the A,. = 0, the term .f( co) A( ~0))~ does not 
appear.) 
We remark that a function of the form (1.5) is asymptotically almost 
periodic in the Frechet sense [I]. 
For the case M = 1, that is, when all the elements of S are simple zeros, 
Levin and Shea proved the following weaker version of Theorem 1 [3, 
Theorem 5~1. 
THEOREM 2. Let (1.1) and (1.2) hold and assume that S = {h, ,..., A,}, 
where each h, is a simple zero, i.e., mk = 1 for 1 < k < n. In addition, suppose 
that H(A, n) and H(f, n) hold where n is the number of elements in S. 
If x(t) is a bounded Borel measurabze solution of (1) on (-a, CO), that 
satisfies the tauberian condition (T), th en x(t) has the form (1.5) with q(t) --t 0 
ast+co. 
Thus, Theorem 1 extends Theorem 2 by relaxing the requirement that 
each member of S be a simple zero. More importantly, in contrast to Theo- 
rem 2, the order of the moment conditions, which we assume in Theorem 1, is 
independent of the cardinality of the spectral set S (being determined only by 
the maximum of the multiplicities of the zeros in S). 
The proof of Theorem 2 given in [3] uses an inductive argument. It is 
motivated partially by the methods used by Karlin [2] to derive a result that 
concerns the renewal equation and that is related to the special case S = (0) 
of Theorem 2. However, the proof of Theorem 1, depends on yet another 
theorem of Levin and Shea [3, Theorem 3c] concerning the asymptotic 
behavior of bounded solutions of (1). F or convenience we state this result 
here. 
THEOREM 3. Let (1.1) and (1.2) hold and assume that S = {A1 ,..., h,}. 
I f  x(t) is a bounded Bore1 measurable solution of (1) on (--co, oo), which satisfies 
the tauberiun condition (T), then 
x(t) = f  (Go) A(c~-l + i ck(t) ei”kt + v(t) (-co < t < co), (1.6) 
h-=1 
where 
c,(t) E C-(-CO, CO) nLm(-a, ~0) (1 < k < 4, 
‘,‘t C;(t) = 0 (1 < k <n> 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
and T(t) + 0 us t 4 00. 
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In the proof of Theorem 1, which appears in Section 2, we use properties 
(1.7) and (1.8) together with the hypotheses of Theorem 1 to show that for 
each K, 1 < k < n, 
p+z cr(t) = yk exists. (1.9) 
Then (1.5) follows immediately from (1.6). 
We also observe that the techniques of [4] may be used in conjunction 
with Theorem 1 to obtain similar results for systems of integral equations as 
well as for integrodifferential systems. For completeness, these theorems are 
stated in Section 3. At the end of that section we give an example that shows 
that the moment condition H(f, M) cannot be weakened. Finally, we conclude 
the paper with a brief discussion of analogous results for Volterra integral 
equations. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
As Levin and Shea observe [3, p. 3081, there is no loss of generality in 
assumingf( co) = 0. Thus, by Theorem 3, we may express x(t) as in formula 
(1.6) but without the term f( co) A( 00)-i. Choose any sequence (ti} tending to 
infinity as i+ 00 such that 
{,iir c,(t$) = y1 exists. 
Note that by taking subsequences if necessary, we may assume that for each k, 
2<k<n, 
F-i c,(t,) = yk exists. 
To show that cl(t) satisfies (1.9), it suffices to show that yr is independent of 
the sequence {Q}. 
Let 
y(t) = x(t) e+lt 
Q1(t) = s_f, t~-~“‘~ CIA([) = - I;= ciAIE CIA(() 
and rewrite (1) as 
I 
m y(t - 5‘) dQ1(() = e-j(t) 
--co 
(--co <t < co), (2.1) 
(-co <t < co), (2.2) 
(-cc <t<m). (2.3) 
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By using (2.2) and H(A, M), one may easily verify that 
For example [cf. 3, p. 3081, 
s 
O3 P-l I Q1(t)l dt < j-m F-1 J’” 
0 0 t 
I d4)l dt = &joa EM I dA(f)I , 
and, similarly, 
For t > 0 we integrate (2.3) from 0 to t, interchange the order of integra- 
tion, change variables, and then integrate by parts to obtain 
y *&t) = jm y(t - E) Qdt) d5 = Y *Q&N + Lt e-i’?f(d dT 
--m 
(t > 0). 
(2.5) 
The “integrated term,” which occurs in deriving (2.5), vanishes by the second 
part of (2.4), and the fact y(t) is bounded. Now, take t = ti , and use formulas 
(1.6) and (2.1) to rewrite (2.5) as 
zl 1: c&i - S> exp[& - 4) (4 - 01 Q&3 d5 





~(4 - 0 exd--iW - 01 Q&Y dE. -m 
P-6) 
We next consider the behavior as i-+ 00 of the left side of (2.6). First, 
where 
s 02 --x) cAti -0Q;(5) 42 + &(O> (i+ co), 
CM) = jm e-iAtQl(t) dt (--co<A<m). --m 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
To verify (2.7), let T > 0, and write 
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where jj cr jlm , the supremum of 1 c,(t)] on (-co, co), is finite by (1.7). The 
first part of (2.4) implies that the second term on the right side of (2.9) is 
small when T is large. Also, since cl(t) satisfies (1.8) and cl(ti) --+ y1 as i --+ co, 
the first term on the right side of (2.9) can be made small (for fixed T) by 
taking i large. Thus, (2.7) holds. 
Similar arguments show that for 2 < k < n 





!&h-k - 4) = q,. y A,) 4&J = 0 (2 <k <n). (2.12) L 
On the other hand, 
Ql(0) = ljz; A(A + A,) = - 1-L e-‘“12 dA(t). (2.13) 
Thus, by letting i + co in formula (2.6) and using f~U(0, co), the first 
part of (2.4), (2.7), (2.10), (2.12) and (2.13), and the fact that n(t)-+0 as 
t -+ 03, we find that 
y,!&(O) = Y * Ql(O> + lorn e-?f(t) dt. (2.14) 
If m, = 1, then&O) # 0 by (1.4); h ence, yr is independent of the sequence 
{ti}, and the function c,(t) satisfies (1.9). 
If m, > 1, then s*(O) = 0 and 
y  * Ql(0) + Iorn e?“‘tf(t) dt = 0. 
In this case, define 
QzW = j-;m Q&7 d5 = - Jtrn Ql(O dt (-m<t<m), 
fl(t) = y  * Ql(0) + s,’ ewiAl’f(~) dT = - lrn epiA17f(T) dr (t > 0), 
409/P/3-7 
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and note that 
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Q&h t-Q2(t) eq- 00, CfJ), p& t”-lQz(t) = 0, 
.A(9 EL-v, a), F2f1(t) ELl(0, Co). 
We may now rewrite Eq. (2.5) as 
s -;Y@ - E) dQ&) =.A(4 (t > 0) 
and, as before, integrate from 0 to t, t > 0, to obtain 




Take t = ti in (2.17), and use formulas (1.6) and (2.1) to rewrite (2.17) in 
the form (2.6) but with Qr replaced by Qa and e-i+f(T) byf,(r). Once again, 
for 1 < h < n, 
s m 4~ - 0 exp[--i(h - 4) ~71 Q&3 8 - Y&& - 4) (i+ co). -co 
(2.18) 
By an integration by parts and (2.1 I), 
f&(4 = $Q,(4 = & a@ + 4) (A f  0); (2.19) 
hence, 
” 
Q2(& - h) = &+ 4hc, = 0 (2 <k < n). 
On the other hand, it follows from Qr(0) = 0, (2.4), the dominated conver- 
gence theorem, (2.15), and (2.19) that 
Q2(0) = ljz j-1 & (eciAt - l)Ql(t) dt = - jm tQl(t) dt 
--m 
(2.20) 
=g 1-1 t2 dQ,(t) = 4 j-1 eeinltt2 dA(t). 
I f  m, = 2, then Q%(O) # 0 by (1.4). As before, yr , determined now by 
r102W = Y  * Q&Y + j$t) 4 
is independent of the sequence (ti}, and the function cl(t) satisfies (1.9). 
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If ml > 2, then we proceed in the same manner as before. For each j, 
3 <j<mm,, we define 
Q#> = j;, Qi-A3 d.5 = - jta QdS) d5 (-co < t < co), 
h-~(t) = - jtmA-dT) dT (t 2 O), 
and observe that 
Qj(t), t”-jQj(t) EP(- 00, co), ,lirr, P-j+lQj(t) = 0, 
h-l(t) ELrn(O, a>, t-jj-l(t) ELl(0, co). 
Then, in the same way we obtained (2.5) and (2.17), we derive the equation 
Y * Q&> = Y *SO) + jotf&, dT (t > O), 
which, upon taking t = ti and using formulas (1.6) and (2.1) we can rewrite 
in the form (2.6) with Q1 replaced by Qj and @lTf(~) byfj-i(T). Once again, 
for 1 < K < n, (2.18) holds with Qa replaced by Qi . Moreover, 
and, by the same type of calculation that led to (2.20), 
Qj(0) = - J-1 tQ$-l(t) dt = . . . = k$! . I 
m e--iht+ &4(t) 
-co 
The last integral is zero for j < m, by (1.3) but nonzero for j = m, by (1.4). 
Thus, y1 is determined completely by the relation 
r&n,(O) = Y * Qm,(O) + jomf,,&) 4 
and the function cl(t) satisfies (1.9). 
In a similar manner, we may show that each of the functions cl<(t) satisfies 
(1.9) for 2 < K < n. Thus, (1.5) f  o ows from (1.6), and the proof is complete. 11 
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3. ExTE~\;SIO~;S TO SYSTEMS 
The results of [4] for linear systems of integral and integrodifferential 
equations may be improved and extended by combining the methods used 
there with Theorem 1 instead of Theorem 5c of [3]. Since the proofs of the 
corresponding theorems in [4] can be applied with only this change, we do not 
reproduce them here. 
In this setting, (1) becomes the system 
s = x(t - E) dA(Q =f(t> 
(-co <t<co), (3.1) 
where f  = (fr ,:I,, an d x are vectors with N components and A = [Aij] is 
an N by N matrix. All hypotheses on f, X, and A are interpreted to mean that 
each component off, X, and 9 satisfies the corresponding scalar hypothesis. 
For example, the moment condition H(A, M) now means 
The spectral set associated with (3.1) is defined by 
S = {A 1 det a(h) = 0, --to < h < co}, 
where a(h) = [&(A)] is an N by N matrix. (A misprint occurs in the defini- 
tions of the spectral sets S, and S, in [4] where “de”” is omitted.) Further- 
more, a number X, E S is a zero of multiplicity m if H(A, m) holds and 
(dj/d(iA)j) [det a(A)] = 0 (A = A,, 0 <j < m - l), (3.2) 
but 
(dl”/d(iA)“) [det a(X)] # 0 (A = A,). (3.3) 
It is clear that when N = 1, conditions (3.2) and (3.3) are equivalent to (1.3) 
and (1.4), respectively. The analogue of Theorem 1 for the system (3.1) is 
THEOREM 4. Let (l.l), (1.2), H(A, M), and H(f, M) hold where M is a 
positive integer. Assume that S = {h, ,..., h,), and that Xk is a zero of multi- 
plicity mL with 1 < mk < M for 1 < k < n. 
If x(t) is a bounded Bore1 measurable solution of (3.1) on (-03, w), which 
satisjies the tauberiun condition (T), then 
x(t) = f  (a) A(m)-1 + f  yl,eiAkt + 17(t) (-cc < t < co), (3.4) 
k=l 
where ylc E CN (I < k ,< rz) and q(t) + 0 as t -+ a. 
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In a similar manner we may strengthen Theorem 2 of [4], which concerns 
the behavior of bounded solutions of the integrodifferential system 
.yt - 5) dA,([) =f(t) (-co <t < co). (3.5) 
Namely, define the spectral set 
S’ = (A 1 det P(ih) = 0, --co < h < co}, 
where P(ih) is the “characteristic function” 
v-1 
P(iA) = (iA)” E + 1 (ih)” &(A) (--CO<h<co), 
I=0 
with E the N by N identity matrix. In the same manner as before, a number 
A, E S’ is a zero of multiplicity m if H(A, , m) holds for 0 < 1 < v - 1 and 
(3.2), (3.3) hold with &A) replaced by P(A). Then we have 
THEOREM 5. Let A, (0 < 1 < v - 1) satisfy (1.1) and (H(A, , M), and let 
(1.2) and H(f, M) hold where M is a positive integer. Assume that 
As’ = {A, )..., X,} and that X,< is a zero of multiplicity rn,< , with 1 < m, < M 
for 1 < k < n. 
If x(t) is a solution of (3.5) a.e. on (-co, co) with x(l)(t) EL”(-CD, a) 
(0 ,( Z ,( v - 1) and x (u-l)(t) locally absolutely continuous on (---co, co), then 
(3.4) holds with 77 satisfying 
lim 7fz)(t) = 0 (0 < Z < v - l), lim{ess sup [ +)(~)l} = 0. 
t-to: t+m f<T 
We conclude this section by showing that the moment condition H(f, M) 
may not be relaxed in Theorem 5. To see this, let v be a positive integer, and 
consider the scalar equation 
&‘(t) = f”(t) (-co < t < a), 
which is a special case of (3.5) with 
A,(t) = 0 (--oo<t<co,O<Z<v-1). 
Since P(ih) = (iA>” for this equation, X = 0 is the only element of S; more- 
over, it has multiplicity v. Now let 
x(t) = sin[log(t + l)] (0 < t < a), 
and extend x(t) to (-co, 0) so that 
x(t) E P-co, co) and x(Z)(t) ELE(-co, co) 
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for 0 < I < co. For this choice of x(t), it is easy to verify that 
f”(t) = (t + l)-” {a, sin[log(t + l)] + b, cos[log(t + l)]> (t >, 01, 
where the coefficients are given recursively by a, = 0, b, = 1, and 
%+1 - - -vu, - b, , b,+l = a, - vb, (v 3 1). 
Clearly, H(fy , v  - 1) holds (by H(f, , 0) we mean that fi satisfies (1.2)), 
but H(f, , v) is not satisfied. Since the bounded function x(t) satisfies the 
tauberian condition (T) but does not tend to a limit as t + co, we see that the 
hypothesis H(f, M) may not be weakened for any multiplicity M. 
4. REMARKS ON VOLTERRA EQUATIONS 
By using simple transformation formulas as in [3, Lemma 2.41, we may 
immediately obtain from Theorem 1 an analogous result concerning bounded 
solutions of the Volterra integral equation 
c t x(t - f) d&f) =f(t) (0 < t < co). (4.1) ‘0 
Thus, [3, Corollary 5c] may be improved, first, by allowing the spectral set 5’ 
for Eq. (4.1) to contain zeros that are not simple and, second, by requiring only 
that 
r dt"IdA(t)i < 00, Srn P-l If(t) -f(m)] dt < co, 
'0 0 
where M is the maximum of the multiplicities of the zeros in S. 
A similar conversion process [3, Lemma 19.21 enables one to convert 
Theorems 4 and 5 of Section 3 into corresponding results for systems of 
Volterra equations. In particular, the analogue of Theorem 5 is an improve- 
ment of the corollary in [4]. 
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